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Make your stand against the vivisection industry and animal abusers
with us at the Carnival Against Vivisection at Sequani Labs on
Saturday September 6th it starts at 12 noon meeting opposite the
Ledbury Train Station on the grass verge. This protest is in solidarity
with Sean Kirtley who was imprisoned by the state for supposedly
organising protests against Sequani. Even though he has never broken
the law himself at Sequani (and the police agree) he was sent to prison
under new SOCPA legislation which shatters the right to organise and
protest in a free democracy.
If the police state are intent on cracking down on those who organise
legal protests then we start to organise without organisers.
An autonomous bloc will be at the march, Wear Green and Black,
Bring noise making equipment, Lets make this a day they wont soon
forget!!
The need for evidence gatherers is vital at this demonstration.

DIRECT ACTION
We are often being told on demonstration that this isn't the time or place to take action, pick
your fights cleverly etc. Well the time is 12 noon, the place is Sequani the rest is up to us. Let
this day be a historic event for animals.

ARREST SUPPORT / BUSTCARDS
Bustcards will be available nearer the time on indymedia and at the demonstration meet up
they will have details of good solicitors and local contact for pick up from cop shop and a place
to stay on release. If you are going on an action make sure you have these numbers
somewhere!

CARNIVAL ROUTE
The shortest route back to Sequani labs. Take the A438 all the way back to the grass verge
meeting place, then make a right onto BROMYARD ROAD (B4214). Section and 14 will no
doubt be enforced on the day by rows of West Mercia's finest officers who will be blockading
the road to the labs, as this is the carnival route.

GREEN ROUTE
Room for a small protest..
Can't get onto Bromyard Road? Go left instead to the end of HEREFORD ROAD, then right
under the railway bridge. Head for the power station area where you'll find back access to the
labs.

RED ROUTE
Adventure is better than caution..
Not convinced by the green route? Take the right onto KNAPP LANE veering left into the
woods. Make your way through the fields to the front of the labs.

GREEN ROUTE

RED ROUTE

ABOUT SEQUANI
Sequani Limited are a Contract Research Organisation (CRO) that test
pharmaceutical drugs, chemical compounds and medical devices on animals.
Tests that are carried out at Sequani include acute toxicity tests, reproduction
toxicology tests, carcinogenicity tests, mutagenicity tests and repeat dose
toxicology tests. They test products like Anti Dandruff shampoo and Anti
Perspirant Deodorants hardly life saving research! More information about
Sequani at www.sequani.wordpress.com

HOW TO GET TO LEDBURY
From the M5 come off at Junction 8 onto the M50 take Junction 2 onto the A417
after 4 miles take 2nd exit on roundabout onto A449 then A438 to Ledbury follow
signs for the train station.

JOIN THE RESISTANCE!
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